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MORALE PROBLEMS EMERGING WHERE WAR
TENSIONS RELAX
Studies of the attitudes of soldiers in inactive commands give advance
indications of post.armistice morale problems
"Because of the importance of the subject and
experience in 1918 J commanners of all echelons
are cautioned that it is their responsibility to
maintain high standards of discipline and morale
following a cessation of hostilities."

This statement is an extract from
"Readjustment Regulations RR 1-1," pre
pared by the War Department as a guide
for that unknown day in the. future when
our German enemy will surrender. Al
though no one can safely predict when
the European phase of the war will be
brought to a close, the end may come
suddenly .•. with little advance warning.
It would be well, therefore, to get a
preview now of some of the morale trends
to be set in motion by V-E Day (victory
in Europe) by examining the attitudes of
enlisted men far from home, in areas al
ready by-passed by the war.
The central, all-pervading hope of
these men, as might be expected, is to
get home._ Studies of all troops every
where reveal the strength of this urge.
But when the tension of obvious military
necessity relaxes, when the restraints
of a recognized job to be done are less
ened, the desire to get home is unleash
ed in its full force.
In the interval before men can be re
turned to the U. S., an added weight of

responsibility will rest squarely on the
unit leadership to keep up efficiency
and morale. "The War Department will
provide informational materials and aids
to assist in these matters," states RR 1
-1, which goes on to make clear, however,
that •.• "These aids are secondary to the
Prime requirements �f initiative and
leadership. "
This report on what soldiers are
thinking deals with three types of
morale problems which have increased in
importance as continued Allied progress
brings relative inactivity to former,
combat zones:
Prokl ems created or accentuated by men's
I.
lack of information.
11. Problems of the relationship between ·offi
cers and en Ii sled men.
Ill.
Problems in the constructive utilization
time.

of

Strictly speaking, none of these
problems are new. In one form or anoth
er, they have existed in the training
camps, in combat zo.res and in the supply
lines. But studies of soldiers' atti
tudes show that these problem areas take
on new tlimensions when the urgency of
military necessity relaxes.

I. PROBLEMS CREATED OR ACCENTUATED BY MEN'S LACK OF· INFORMATION
Research shows that an important in.
gredient in morale is faith in mission-
a sense of the importance of the task to
ich an outfit is assigned.
In one large command which has been
by-passed by the changing direction of

the war, less than half of the enlisted
men believe that what they are now doing
is worthwhile.
As the following chart
shows, reaction to jobs is somewhat more
favorable in two other inactive zones
recently surveyed.
1

PROPORTION OF MEN WHO SAY THEIR
PRESENT DUTIES ARE • • •
Worthwhile

undecnot
Worthwhile iden

Area A
Area B

they are kept informed by their officers.
Among those who said they were left "·in
the dark about too may things," two and
a half times as many felt that what they
were doing was not worthwhile, as among
soldiers who aaid they were "getting all
we need to know. "•
What information do the troops in
non-combat theaters want from their
cormnanding officers?

6U

"Why does the Army still need men
1.
here?"

Area C

The extent to which this problem
will be magnified after V-E Day is sug
gested by a comparison of replies to
two questions asked in August, 1944 at
an overse�s base which was diminishing
in importa:ace with the victory march in
Europe.
PERCENTA.GE WHO AGREED WITH
THE STATEMENT
•THERE IS NOW

no longer any need
at this base for an
outfit like mine"

Army orientation is designed in part
to help the men keep posted on the pro
gress of the war. Materials used in
this program are designed to be local
ized by the unit orientation officer -
tied closely to the problem of how the
unit's task fits ini.o the larger pattern.
When this is done effectively the results
are favorable.
"Some of the guys griped a lot," wrote one
enlisted man on the margin of his questionnaire,
"because we wanted to be doing something impor
tant to get the ffar over and get home. Then we
got a new C. O. He talked to us about the war
picture as a whole and showed how necessary our
job was. Now we all lmow our job is important."
How I,wish, •wrote another, "that our
officers would acquaint the man who is doing the
job with the importance or reason for it. This
would greatly eliminate the griping that always
comes from the man who fails to see the whys and
wherefores of a job and a greater interest would
be shown in the work to be done."
8

" WHEN GE RM.ANY I S
DEFEATED

the men 1n my outC1t
ought to be sent
back to the states.�

BU

"Even if men are still needed here,
does our outfit have to stay?"

2.

These figures indicate the need for
re-orienting men on the place of their
unit in the general military picture
once the threat of the Nazi armies has
been erased.
Studies have repeatedly shown that
men whose officers take the time and
care to explain the "reasons why" are
much more likely to accept unpleasant
situations and evince high morale. To
cite an example: At one installation
soldiers were asked about the extent
2

Comments written by men all over the
world show that they are reading in
letters from home, or in home town
papers, of friends who have returned
home from overseas. "Why not us?"
In a far northern zope only one-third
of the men think the rotation plan has·
worked out fairly in their-area. Men in
the Pacific think that men in the Medi
terranean get the best break, and vice
versa.

Rumors are rife and gross misunder
standing of the problem is evidenced by
the failure of men to realize that ships
which leave ports empty cannot necessar
ily take soldiers home because there is
not enough shipping or reserve manpower
for replacements.
What the men want is to "know the
score". Example:
8 For the last six months,
I have heard a lot
0£ different rumors about soldiers being sent
back to the states after two years down here. I
have talked with some of the men who work in
headquarters of this post and other posts, and
they all agree that there is some regulation
concerning the matter. What I don't see is, why
a soldier isn't told,
It would build up the
morale of a soldier 100% becanse he would have
something to look forward to and n6t be mis�ed
by a lot of false rwnors.•

3.

"If some men in my outfit can be sent

home why can't I go?''

"The chief influence which can be ex
pected to have an undesirable effect on
morale,"• say the Readjustment Regula
tions," is that military qecessity will
dictate that certain types of personnel
can be released while others cannot. An
explanation will be made to all personnel
at the earliest practicable date of the
reasons which permit readjustment in the
stren�th of the Anny, together with the
reasons for the particular methods to
be employed in effecting it. All com
manders will develop in their personnel
a thorough understanding of the require
ments imposed by the military situation."
The soundness of these predictions
and recommendations is revealed by a
study of men's comments on personnel
A
selection in the rotation program.
few typical comments are as follows:

"SOUND-OFF SESSIONS"
A TNO-NAY CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATION
A "eripe session" called "The Sound Off" is
part of the mental reconditioning Prog-ram con
ducted at AGF and ASF Redistribution Centers
for solrliers returned from overseas. At these
sessions any man can ask any question whether
it concerns overseas problems, the home front,
zone of interior or reassignment. The specially trained Leaders of these groups know
most of the answers, and know how to eet the
rest of them from higher headquarters.
An excer/)t from Par. 16, ASF Circular 242
describes the mission of "The Sound Off" as
part of the Program
which wi LL answer spe
c if i c questions in the mind of returnees;
clarify misconceptions; make understandable
and acceptable the less pleasant aspects of
the situation in which the returnee finds himself; and finally give him a clear and person1:i al basis for understanding- the. need for fur
ther- personal participation in the w:J.r 11 •
11

• • •

Both officers and men have been astonished
at the w:iy a simple fact or explanation can
disPel doubts and puzzlement, tdiich mig-ht have
persisted. for months. Gripes, once they are
gotten off the chest, often cease to be a se
rious cause of mistrust or discontent.
Experience with "The Sound Off" prog-ram has
shown that i:t has other values than as a
source of information to the men and a device
for getting their grievances off their chests.
Information gained fr-om this program is al
ready being used to supplement other intelli
gence upon which action and policy changes ar-e
based; unhealthy rnmors have been discovered
and are now being scotched.
Sound Off" sessions may be particularly
useful in line outfits, since they can give
leadership advance warning of frustrations
that may lead to morale problems.
11
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nJn my company, men who have proven them
selves to Qe good. men and conscientious workers,
were held here while others went home on rota
tion in their places. No one is indispensable,
or cannot be replaced,"
nMost of the men that have gone back are
those that couldn't do a job or wouldn't do any
thing.
Those the C.O, han trouble with,
In
order to get rid of them, he put them in groups
goJng back to the states. Those who have done
their work and stayed on the ball are here with
no hope of' going back in sight. That is defin
itely lowering the morale of the men and causing
the1r work to become inefficient,"
"Some men go home and they have only been

here a few months, others Just stay on and on,
That is unfair,"

War Department Readjustment Regula
tions recognize the importance not only
of just policies but also of giving the
troops the facts about these policies.
If previous studies are any criterion,
V-E Day will bring in its wake many new
gripes among enlisted men to rationalize
their discontent with any delay in re
turning to the States. This tendency
will flourish if an adequate information
program is not used as a brake on rumors
and misconceptions.

II. PROBLEMS OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN
•
It is obvious that the first consid
eration in the success of any system of
keeping the men informed is faith in the
command. In the absence of such confi
dence, official explanations can back
fire.
Research studies in regions of less
ening importance in the war, merely em
phasize what has been evident from other
studies, namely, that the behavior more
than the words of the officers -- espe
cially of the junior officers vho are
closest to the men -- is a central fac
tor in the morale of troops. Men will
ingly undergo great privations when they
are convinced that their officers take
a sincere interest in their welfare and
have done all they can to mitigate these
privations.
Ordinarily men do not ob
ject to discipline. What they object to
is unfairness and arbitrariness on the
part of an officer -- especially an of
ficer who is taking what they consider
of undue advantage of his rank.
In the opinion of enlisted men, too
many of the junior officers -- who are
themselves relatively new to the Army
and not imbued with the old Army tradi
tion of leadership responsibility -
have little concern for the welfare of
enlisted men. In one inactive overseas
4

command, almost three out of five men
said that few or none of their officers
have their welfare at heart. In two oth
er areas, the picture is somewhat better·

QUESTION: How many of your officers take
a personal interest in their men?
Percent in:
Fe.,

or None

Ab O\l t
half

Most or
all

Area A

llH

Area B

46,:

1.61

'.3Sj

Area C

58$

17%

25%

191

31lf

It is significant to note that the
men who criticize their officers fo�
lack of concern with enlisted men's
problems are by no means always the
same men who lack confidence in the
officers' technical or military skill,
Even in an area where 61% said few or
none of their officers showed personal
interest in the men, only a minority o
this same group complained that none of
their officers "knew his stuff."

=================================_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_=_,
(Excerpts from t,e official study manual for a recently instituted
series of Anny leadership conferences)

PERSONAL RELATIONS BETWEEN OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN
"There is a strong tra<tltlon in American life
against special privileges which are enjoyed
simply because of position, •• "

An officer rreoccupied with his own comforts
wiJ 1 never be a tr11e leader of his men••• 11

"American soldiers expect a leader to <temon
strate by his own conduct the standards they are
required to adhere to. The hardships the sol dier must endure, the leader must also endure • • 11

"American soldiers ex�ect a leader to regard
them as men and not as inferior beings.
Enlisted men feel their self-respect lowered when
they are treated with contempt and condescen
sion ••• "

"Remember that the officer and his men must
share and share alike.
He m,1st share their
dangers, their hardships, and their living con
<titions .•• "

"An officer must knotu and understand his men
as well as his job.
\lsmy officers who are
highly qual.ified technical] y are not conscious
of the way some of their actions affect the
morale of their command."

{from ASF MANUAL M 207)

Specific criticisms hinge on the en
listed man's concept of justice. In the
matter of fairness of promotions, to
take only one example, only 32 per .cent
and 27 per cent of the men in two non
critical areas respectively, said that
upgrading of rank is based on merit
rather than on favoritism. In another
area, less than one man out of three
said that promotions usually go to the
most deserving.
DIFFERENTIAL OFFICER PRIYILEQES

But the most frequent complaint, from
all overseas areas, has to do with offi
cer privileges.
It is illustrated by
the accompanying chart of data from an
inactive tropical area.
In all Army research surveys there is
a page where enlisted men may write in
comments on any subject they choose.
Second only to comments about the desire
to come home, criticisms of differential
privileges of officers top the list in
every current overseas study, In genH ral, men do not object to the custom of
granting prerogatives in line with extra
responsibility, but their resentment is

aroused by what they consider excessive
privilege or abuse of privilege sanc
tioned by tradition.

QUESTION:
"Considering their responsibi 1 ities,
howdoyou feel about the privileges and breaks
that officers where you are stationed get?"
Officers get:
Far too many.
A few too many •
About the right
number •
Too few

.

·I

rercent saying,

·I
-1

..

4U

23%

33%

�

Analysis of "wn te-ins by enlisted
men in inactive areas, in both the
tropics and the far north, shows a
clustering of comments about certain
topics illustrated below with quotations:
II
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a.

TRANSPORTATION· FACILITIES

ffJ think officers are shown too much parti
ality. They are given transportation anywhere
with their girl friends while we are not even
given a pass truck. At times it is hardly pos
sible to catch a bus back to the post.
I say
let. them ride a bus."
ffCan't someone stop the use of vehicles and
enlisted men's time just for the officers'
pleasures. ff

b.

Tl ME SCH EDU LE

"lf we go to the NCO club, we have to be gone
by 10:30, The officers' club is right by 011r
barracks and you can hear the officers a nd
m1rses going strong vet at 11: 30 and 12: 00, I
don't see that there should be that much differ
erence l>etween ranks in a free country, ff
"If an enlisted man is restricted from town
after 5:30 p,m. (because of malaria control) I
think officers should be too.
A mos qui tQ
doesn't stop and look to see if he has bars on
before he bites,"

d.

FOOD AND LIVING CONDITIONS

ffl don't see why the officers should have
officers' clubs while soldiers have to live
in
tents."
ffWhy should an officer get fresh milk when an
enlisted man doesn't?"

e.

RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

"Many times after the motion picture has
started rows of officers' seats are empty while
EM are turned away a t the door."
"One need but to observe. For instance, on
Sunday morning the-officers' sailing forth in
military boats on fishing parties, with picnic
baskets and civil�a n friends. Special Service
has poles to lend but no boats for EM,"
•The officers have two dances a week, can
visit a girl any time, stay as late as they wa nt
to. Why can't we?"
(Note: Almost every man in this particular
tmit wrote in comments on this situation).

"The EM should be helped to a sure and exact
a nswer to getting their furloughs after they
have alrearly l>een told they could go, The offi
cers' seem to go through without trouble or
hitches."

These quotations are representative
of many which might be cited. It should
be remembered, however, that there is a
substantial minority of men, as shown by
s tatistics quoted earlier, who are not
critical of o f fice r s' differential
privileges. Such men ordinarily are no t
moved to write free comments on t his
subject.

"My outfi� is going on their third year of
service overseas lilld haven't been allowed to give
furloughs to the enlisted men yet. Most all of
our officers have had furloughs since we left the
states."

RR 1-1 emphasizes the new responsib
ilities of leadershi p in connection with
these problems, which will be heightened
as the sounds of war die away on various
fron ts.

c.

LEAVES

Ill. UTILIZATION OF TIME
Morale problems which develop among
troops when an active theater reverts to
non-combat status can further be mini
m ized by constructive planning of time
devoted to training and leisure activi
ties,

DUTY TIME
The question of time utilization

6

after V-E, Day, the Readjustment Regula
tions say, will be met by reducing hours
spent on "Purely military instructionµ
and substituting "a Proeram of education
al and recreational activities."
Carrying out this directive, there
fore, becomes a question of establishing
a proper balance betw een the military

( and non-military phases of the soldier's
day.
The new regulations will no doubt
come as a boon to many men in overseas
areas who feel that too much of their
schedule is now occupied with unimportant
duties which could be eliminated without
harm to their military mission. Previous
studies show that men do not object to
hard work, but do resent tasks which in
their opinion were merely dreamed up to
fill in time.
In the two inactive areas mentioned
above, more then two-thirds of the men
think that "some" or "a lot of" their
training time is spent on superfluous
tasks.

..

"11. lot" or
•some" •

wa little"
or •none" •

Area A

70%

Area B

691

]

I

Area A

Area B

How this factor of job importance
influences job satisfaction is illustra
ted by a survey in one area which showed
that three out of four men who regarded
most of their duties as useful ranked
themselves hieh on a general index of
job satisfaction. Of those who did not
consider most of their duties important,
a majority ranked low by their own eval
uation. The following comment is highly
expressive of this kind of discontent:

.l

The importance of a combat unit's
mission generally fades when the tide of
battle ebbs away. The task of command,
under RRl-1, is then to hold military
duties to a necessary minimum, while
making profitable use of remaining time
through a program of education and rec
reation. The aim is to avoid resorting
to GI "boon-doggling," "policing the
area," ditch-digging and superfluous
"improvements" for the sake of whiling
away time.
The twenty-seven educational courses

ARMY EDUCATION AND
RECREATION PROGRAM

QUESTION: How much of your training or duty
time is used in doing things that do not seem
important to you?
Percent who say •••

later they have to fill the hole up and dig it
somewhere else. They are willing to work wh�n
they see the work is practical. When they have
to do something that is not practical, they are
hard to handle."

"The men become disgusted because one 4ay
they dig a hole �or somebody, then a few days

a. At such time as the military situation and
mission of any element in theaters permit,
purely military instruction will be reduced to
that necessary for the execution of the mis
sion and the maintenance of military profi
ciency, orientation, discipline, and health.
That part of the training day not required for
these purposes wi LL be devoted to a program of
educational and recrP.ational activities which
will be conducted in a manner that will re
quire the full effort of the personnel during
the time al lotted.
When the commanding gen
erals concerned determine that this program is
to be applied, all personnel of the oreaniza
tion will· be required to participate. Ho�
ever, each individual will be permitted to
choose whether he will participate in the edu
cational or recreational aspects.
The purpose
of the program is to assist in the maintenance
of discipline and morale and be of maximum
future benefit to military personnel.
The War Department will provide a wide
b.
choice of programs, together with a limited
number of personnel qualified to assist in the
initiation and supervision thereof. (RRt-i)

which are to be made available in non
combat areas will find an eager audience
among enlisted men.
In one rear area
more than three fifths of the troops
7

surveyed say they would be "very much"
or ·"pretty much" interested in studying
such subjects.

QUESTION:
"Considerin� everything, do you
feel that the Army has been doing all it could
to provide entertainment, sports and recrea
tion for the men here?

OFF-DUTY TIME

Research studies made in the past
among various inactive areas show that
enlisted men want (1) a just and liberal
pass policy permitting them to leave the
post and (2) adequate recreational fa
cilities on the post.
In some isolated areas where a pass
would be meaningless because there �s
literally no place to go, men feel that
this situation should not be made an ex
cuse for extend"ing the work day.
They
still want a reasonable amount of leisure
time.
In such areas, of course, recrea
tional aids assume an even greater im
portance in the eyes of enlisted men.
Only about half of the troops in
three overseas zones think they are get
ting a fair share of free time.
PERCENT OF MEN WHO SAY THEY ARE GIVEN A FAIR
AMOUNT OF TIME OFF FROM WORK

Percent who sa.y ...
"very much" or "pretty much"

Area A

MeaB

�'---'-1_i___�

The responsibility of command does
not end with supplying adequate facili
ties for leisure time activity.
The
type of officer assigned to direct such
activities in lower echelons, his quali
fications and above all his interest in
the program seem to have a vital bearing.
on its success or failure.
In both the
areas charted above, only a small pro
portion of the men feel that the offi-·
cers on their own posts pay enough at
tention to their recreational needs.
QUESTION: In general, ho_w interested would
you say the officers on this post are in see
ing that the men have good entertainment,
sports and recreation?
Percent who say .••

Area A

6-U

Area B

56,:

Mea C

1'6%

In another theater surveyed, a sub
stantial minority of men said they were
not getting as many passes as they felt
were coming to them.
In recent surveys of two inactive
theaters, only a little more than a half
and a third of the men, respectively,
say they are satisfied with the recrea
tion program under way in their camps:
8

•very much" or "pretty much"
Area A

2e,:

Area B

2U

Many suggestions for making off-duty
time more attractive are found in free
comments written on questionnaires.
RRl-1 encourages individual initiative
on the part of command "to cause the
maximum of economy through improvisa
tion." Ample evidence has been supplied
by previous research to bolster the con
tention that enlisted men on the post,
if offered the chance, will come forwar
with a host of worthwhile ideas in this
connection.

r

BADGE OF THE INFANTRYMAN
"Expert" awards have helped to increase respect and prefe�ence of inf'ln�rymen
for their own arm of service
Source:
Studies of enlisted men in three in
fantry divisions training in U.S. camps.

period in another division which had not
yet conducted Expert Infantryman tests.

The prestige of the infantryman has
climbed to a marked degree in the course
of recent months, with
appreciation steadily
growing for the role of
the foot soldier of our .Army's infantry.

Among units which have entered this
program, a wider regard for the Infantry
was found after the award
policy went into effect.
The most pronounqed im
provement on this score is noted among
men who actually qualified for the badge,
61% now saying that they think more
highly of the Infantry than of any other
arm of the service, as against 48%, who
formerly felt that way.

One of the measures taken to boost
respect for the Infantry among its own
members has been the Expert Infantryman's
Badge, established by W.D. Circular No.
269, 1943.
Awarded to men who show
prowess in the weapons and skills which
are tools of the foot soldier's craft,
this medal carries with it a� increase
in monthly pay.

In contrast, almost no change at all
was registered between the first and
second surveys in the division which did
not offer the badge. A breakdown of re
plies among men who passed, men who
failed, and men who did not take the
tests is presented in the chart below.

The badge system has definitely ex
erted a favorable influence on attitudes
of enlisted infantrymen, according to
surveys of two divisions made before and
after the practice of giving awards was
adopted. For purposes of comparison,
studies were also made over the same
QUESTION:

To have respect for a branch of ser
vice, however, is a far cry from actual
ly liking to be in it. The Expert Badge
does not soften the rugged life of the

Which branch of the army do you think most highly of?

PERCENT WHO SAY •INFANTRY•

IN NON-PARTICIPATING
DIVISION

IN BADGE PROGRAM DIVISIONS

Among men who •••

PASSED TEST

FAILED TEST

DIDN'T TA(E TEST

501

Before
Program

After
Program

Before
Program

After
PrograJD

Before
Program

After
Program

f lrst
survey

secon<1
survey

9

infantryman. But as a mark of recogni
tion for his proficiency, it has led to
some increase in the number of men who
say they would rather serve the "Queen
of Battles" than anywhere else in the
Army. Al tho u g h s 1. i g h t , t h i s r i s e
becomes more significant in the light of
figures which show that in the non-par
ticipating division, the percentage of
men preferring the Infantry to all other
forces remained completely static.
PERCENT INDICATING THEY WOULD RATHER
BE IN INFANTRY THAN ANY OTHER BRANCH

AMONG HEN •••
Before

Who passed
tests • • •
111

In Non-par
ticipating
Division

After

Before

After

The bulk of the men interviewed in
this study feel that soldiers in other
branches are not very much impressed by
the Expert medal, a situation traceable
to lack of knowledge among non-Infantry
forces about
the rigid requirements for
0
this badge of skill.
Is the GI who sports an Expert In
fantryman's Badge on his chest really a
crack soldier? On this point, opinions
of the men as a whole are about evenly
divided. Among those .who have won the
award, it is accepted by three out of
five as the sign of a top-notch-in
fantryman, but only two out of five dis
qualified men agree with this judgment.
This information indicates that there
is room for some "selling" by company
officers on the meaning of the Expert
award. Facts which may be emphasized
are that the man who wears it can handle
a rifle better, march faster, hurl a
grenad� straighter and is better e
quipped to kill the enemy and stay alive
in combat than the average soldier.
In your opin,ion, how good an infan
QUESTION:
tryman is a man who can pass the Expert Infan
tryman tests?

Enlisted personnel leave no doubt
about the wisdom of the barrge policy in
general. "It's a good idea," say four
- out of every five men surveyed.
In this as in other questions, a more
favorable reaction was encountered among
men who passed the Expert tests than
among those who were unsuccessful or who
did not undergo them. Passi bly a ''sour
grapes" prejudice, this factor also
appeared to tinge opinions o� whether or
not the tests were fairly administered
and whether the order in which men were
given a chance to qualify was fairly de
termined. In each group, however, most
of the men were pleased with the proce
dure followed.
A clear majority also feel that pro
per standa·rds have been set for the a
wards, although one-fifth of the men
consider the tests too easy and an equal
number think they are too hard.
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Percent who say, ••
"he really 1s
a top infan
tryman•

•no sign be
1s a good
ln fan cryman •

AMONG MEN WP.O •••

Passed

57J

Failed , , •

Didn't t11ke

(about 3% dld not answer)

WHEN DO MEN EXPECT TO BE DEMOBILIZED?
Veterans in a front-line area Forecast probable duration of service
There seems to be a broad current of belief among .Americanrtroops in Europe that
they will be back in civilian life again six months after the collapse of Germany.
For example, a survey made on September 6 reveals that this notion was held by two
out of three enlisted men in an infantry
battalion engaged in the hard fi�hting
around the Gothic Line.
GI LITERATURE
MEN'S ESTIMATES OF PERIOD BETWEEN DEFEAT
OF GERMANY AND THEIR DEMOBILIZATION
Percent who sAy,,,
1 to 5 months

8 months . • •
7 to 12 mon tbs
over 12 months

1371,

I

I

301

O

d•7%

19J
21

no answer, rotsc., �

Apparently many of these soldiers
figure that for them, the post-emergency
service referred to in the phrase "dur
ation and six months" will date from the
end of European hostilities, rather than
the end of the entire war. This possib
ility suggests itself because in estima
ting the probable span between defeat of
Germany and their discharge from the
Army, almost half the men whose guesses
fell within the half-year range, speci
fically chose to say "six months."

Y

The majority of enlisted men surveyed
also take for granted that the war a
gainst Japan will be wound up in short
order, three men in five gi v,ing the Nips
eight months from last September at the
outside -- or six months from the time
most of them think the Nazis will quit.
If these predictions turn out to b e
over-optimistic, they foreshadow a morale problem which may grow in propor
tion to the time lag between victory
over Germany and V-Day in the Pacific.

When a soldier overseas has time on
his hands, whether in garrison or near
the front, he may often be found poring
over the pages of a pocket-size book
labeled "Armed Services Edition." Pa
per-bound reprints of best-selling
titles, these little volumes are distri
buted free of charge in foreign theaters
by the Special Services Division.
The extent to which they get around
among troops may be judged by the fact
that almost half the men questioned in
one area report having read one or more
books in the series. About 50%, of these
say they have read at least five titles.
A difficulty in the way of circula
ting Armed Services Editions is the pro
blem of posting men on where they can be
obtained. Only about half the men are
definite about where these books are
stocked in their camp.

QUESTION: Do you know where on your post you
can get these books or can find out what is a
vai Jab le?
Percent ,ms�ering•••

Yes • • . . .
Think. so, but
r•m not sure
No.

•

•

•

•

No answer
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FIGHTER AND BOMBER PILOTS-A COMPARISON
OF ATTITUDES
Wide variations in outlook are noted between these two groups of Hiers

Source:
Survey of �ilots in fighter and heavy
bombardment squadrons 1n an active theater.

In the air war over enemy skies,
heavy flak •..• hostile interceptors ••• and
the drain of combat take their toll in
human spirit as well as in machines.
The men who fly our big Fortresses
and Liberators have to cope with differ
ent conditions of battle than the pilots
of speedy fighter craft. And they have
a different outlook towards their jobs,
measured by replies to questions in a
recent survey.
In weighing the results of this study,
a factor to bear in mind is that it was
made during one of the war's most gruel
ling periods of aerial activity. An in
dication of the high level of morale
among these men is that despite the
severe strain under which they fought,
seven out of ten heavy bomber pilots and
almost all the fighter pilots thought
they would sign up for combat flying
again if they had it to do over. Fight
er pilots, however, tend to be more cer
tain or this choice than the men who fly
the heavies:
WOULD

YOU CHOOSE COMBAT FLYIKG

AGAIN?

Percent who say •.•

A more striking contrast was brought
out by a question on willingness to
undertake 1I1other series of missions in
the same theater after a furlough. in the
States. The percentage of heavy bomber
pilots voicing a decided �No" against
this idea is larger, by a ratio of more
than 2½ to 1, than the proportion of
fighter command men who express such
reluctance.
As a possible explanation of this
difference in viewpoint, an Air Force
surgeon pointed ·to the fact that heavy
bomber pilots must sit and take it from
enemy pursuit planes without breaking
out of formation to return fire -- just
as on a bombing run they must hold an
even course in the teeth of an anti-air
craft barrage, Emotional tension built
up in this way cannot be relieved by the
feeling of swift action and fighting
back experienced by the man at ·a fight
er's controls.
Both groups of airmen firmly believe
in the vital role of their own type of
outfit in winning the war, about four
out of five in each class rating its
part as "very important. "
QUEST I ON:
"How important a part do you th ink
your type of outfit will play in winning the
war?"

Heavy Bomber Fighter
Pt lots
Pilots

Percent who say•••
Among--

"Yes,

sure I

•Yes, I think 1 would,
but I•m not sure"

.•. 'No"

(3% d.1<1 not answer)
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es,:

I'm pretty
would .•. •

18%

....

•A very
important
part•

9fa1r1y
important•

Heavy Bomber
Pilots ...

79,:

ZOI

Fighter
Pilots •..

811

tBJ

other answers 1%

.!.

=====
===================�==========�����==::::::::::.=
In comparing att·i tudes Cff pilots, the
personality traits which influenced
their classification into bomber and
fighter types should probably be taken
into account. It is also worth noting
that men in the fighter squadrons are
somewhat younger on the �hole, 42% being
22 years old or less, while this age
group comprises only 24% of pilots in
heavy bomber wings.

Age

Heavy Bomber Fighter
Pilots
Pilots
21''1

22 y-cs. or less
23 to 25 yrs.
26 to 29 yrs.

ll-9'.1

2H

U'I

•ss

1,3S

The possibility that fatigue may have
a bearing on the viewpoints disclosed in
this study is indicated by �he following
chart, which shows that only about half
the bomber men feel they are getting
enough sleep, as a5ainst more than four
fifths of the fighter pilots.

Heavy Bomber Fighter
Pilots
Pilots

Usually have enough
time for sleep
Would help a llttle
to have more time
for sleep
Would help a lot to
have more time for
sleep

I

5,3'.I

82$

22!1

1'1

25'.1

Very
Heavy Bomber
Pilots.
Fighter
Pilots

Good

Good

19SI

;JSS

I I
l5S

52$

I

Fair

Poor

13

.SI

I

JU
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A source of discontent among men who
pilot the heavies is•the policy on
leaves and passes in some organizations,
most of them feeling that this situation
calls for improvement. Closely related
to dissatisfaction on this score is the
complaint amon5 more than half of the
bomber pilots that for tactical or other
reasons, no advance notice on leaves has
been given, whereas paractically none
of their fighter colleagues report such
a practice.
QUESTION; "Do you usually know ahead of time
when you can count on having a leave or pass?"
Percent who answer •••

AMOUNT OF TIME FOR SLEEP

Percent answering•••

HOW THEY RATE THEIR PHYSICAL CONDITION

5S

This may also tie in with the fact
that among pilots of fighter planes, 67%
score their physical condition as "good"
· r "very good" while only 47% of the
heavy bomber pilots express similar con
fidence.

Heavy Bomber Fi�hter
Pilots
Pilots
•usually know a week
or more beforehand'

lOJ

•usually �iven a Cew
days notice•

20'1

•usually find out about
it just before a leave
ls granted•

5H

661

25'1
Don't know, no answer

lU

Most of the factors governing aerial
combat in the theater surveyed are of
course beyond the control of commapd.
But the above data draws attention to
policy on rest, physical conditioning
and time off as a factor in the morale
of men who are now d�ing a top fighting
job.
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HOW THE REASSIGNED MAN VIEWS HIS
PRESENT ROLE

The level oF morale' among transFerees is lower than among other men
in the compQny
Source:
Survey of a cross-section of enlisted
men in Ground and Service Force units stationed
in the U.

S.

Enlisted men in substantial numbers
are being transferred from one branch of
service to another, on grounds of physi
cal disability or shifting military re
quirements.
When a soldier sets his barracks bags
down in his new Army home, he is faced
with the problem of adjustment to new
job, new officers, new relationships.
On several counts the morale of per
sonnel re-assigned from another branch
tends to rank lower than the mopale o�
other men in the same outfit.
Two out of every five transferees
studied, for example, say they have no
pride in their present company, while
this feeling is shared by only one out
of four men who have been in the branch
all along. On this question, generally
accepted as a reliable barometer of es
prit de corps, no marked differences were
found between men who were switched into
Ground Force and into Service Force
units.
The difficulty of absorbing trans
ferred personnel into the life of the
company is illustrated by the number who
feel they "don't belong" to their unit,
are not an integral part of it -- about
twice as many re-assigned men as old
hands.
Here again Ground Force and
Service Force men express similar views.
Transferees are also more likely to
doubt the value of their jobs, and to
feel they could be doing more important
work elsewhere in the Army
14

QUESTION:
Do you feel proud of the company you
are in now?

Percent Answering •••

SERVICE
FORCE MEN •••

Transferred

Not transferred

GROUND

I

1

FORCE MEN.,.

'

Transferred

Yes,
Yes,
fairly very Undeproua proud Cided

No,
no L
prouC!

I

!JU
2,,

I

28%

,u

,,s

IJ2S

Not transferred

j 2H !11]

20

i

I

j 221 iol

2u

I

,01

11,j

291

1 ,I
1

QUESTION:
Doyoufeel you really belong inyour
�ompany and are an important part of it?

Percent Answering •.•

SERVICE

IFORCE MEN •••

Transferred

Not transferred

Tr�sfened
ot transferred

lot

t

very fairly Very
Not
at all much much so rnucL so

I

2n;

I

10 I 26%
,,.

I 1ss I

I

,n

,u

I

'"

2-11

2,1

J1s1I
1251

I

j,.. lzu I

3�1

I I
21J1

The task of company officers in help
ing the soldier adjust to his new place
in the Army is easier if he has heard a
straightforward explanation of why his
transfer was effected. Where re-assign�
ments have been dictated by military
necessity, events on the battlefield may
be cited as disclosing the need for more
troops of one type, less of another, to
round out our striking force.
Men who have been convinced of the
logic behind their transfer are more
likely to develop a spirit of pride in
their outfit than men who were not told
reasons for this step. As the accom
panying charts show, however, a poor er
cuse, or one that men consider poor, is
worse than no excuse at all.
Explaining the "score", first step in
re-orienting a transferee, also helps to
overcome the feeling of being an "out
sider" and encourages the belief that he
is an important cog in the company ma-.
chine.

Fully half the men who said they were
given good reasons for their re-assign
ment think their present jobs represent
the most useful Army work th&y can do,
whereas this attitude is found among
only about one-fourth of other transfer
red men.
OPINIONS ON IMPORTANCE OF JOB
Percent·who say •••••
hardly
impor
tant
at all

AMONG MEN
WHO WERE •••

fairly
impor
tant

important
as any
other Job
I could do

22,

Transf'erred

Not Transf'erred

u

RELATION BETWEEN REASONS FOR TRANSFER AND QUESTIONS ON

DO YOU FEEL YOU REALLY BELONG?

PRIDE IN OUTFIT

Percent who say'•••••

Percent who say ••• ••

AMONG TRANSFERRED MEN WHO,

Not
proud

Fairly Very Undeproud proud cided

AMONG TRANSFERRED MEN WHO.

Not
at all

,u

.

Were not told
reasons

iio

23%

Were not told
reasons

Think reasons
•not good"

5JJS

28$

Think reasons
"not good"

Think reasons
"good"

,,s

28%

26%

3U

AMONG ME' NOT

TRANSFERRED

28%

30,;

11

13

Think rea�ons
"good"

AMONG 1'IEN NOT
TRANSFERRED

Not
very Fairly Very
much much
much

'''
,,,

,u
17$

3U

16S 21%

20s 15J

12 9

25l

3U

27S

2is
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BREAKING A PROMISE
Many enlisted men with combat experience cite pledges which were not
made good
Source: Survey of enlisted men who are veterans
of battle in one overseas area.

" •.. they have broken a lot of prom
ises they made and so I just don't give
a dam."
"After being promised a little break
and then get a dirty deal •... how does
anyone expect a man to stand u p after
that? •... "
These comments by veterans of a com
bat outfit illustrate the danger of mak
ing a pledge to enlisted men, then let
ting them down by not "delivering, 11
Whether it's a matter of extra spit
and polish for inspection, or takin5 an
other hill in a bloody camp aign, the
promise of some reward can be a handy
incentive in getting men to really "put
out." But when the commitment is not
carriec out, evidence abounds that dis
illusionment e.m on� troops, bre eding a
cynical "I've-heard-that-before" att i
tude, may be a high price to pay. The
GI has a lo ng memory in matters of this
kind, as shown by the feelings expressed
in this survey.
Although this is 6enerally recognized
by commanders, more than three-quarters
of the enlisted men studied say they
have been led to expect things in the
Army which never materialized.
Enlargin6 on this grievance; about
40% of the men questioned cite some
specific example of broken faith,
Of
these gripes, more than half relate to
promises about furloughs, passes or ro
tation, Here are some typical comments
on these subjects in the men's own words:
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QUESTION: From your experience in the Army,
have you ever been promised things which you
haven't received?
Percent who answer
•Never•

j 1u

•once in a while,
but not often•

1331

"Quite often•
•Very o rten •
No answer

I us

]

·!us

0

"My outfit has been promised so many beauti
f'nl thoughts of going home and then disappointed,
We were told that if we took a certain hill it
was a one way ticket to (U. S.). 5 miles past
the hill we were still pushing forward," (Cpl.)
" ..• the Government gives big hopes of me re
turning and then does nothing.
All promises
and no action. 11 (Sgt.)
",,,men are disgusted and fed up with false
promises by their superiors that they would be
rested. "
(S/Sgt.)
"We get promises of a rest arter two cam
paign s and it turns out to be drill most 0£ the
time. " (Pvt.)

Other unfulf illed pledges often
brought up by enlisted men concern better
food and living c onditions, ratings,
transfers and recre ation. More than
likely, some of these alleged p romises
have merely been read into officers'
words by wishful-thinkers.
Such mis
understanding can be averted by guarding
against over-optimistic statement� which
may be construed as definite pledges.
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,-----.HOW THE STUDIES ARE MADE ------.
The articles in this bulletin are based on attitude surveys conducted by the
Research Branch, Information and Education Division, and the research units
reporting to the commanding generals of the several theaters.
The staff of the Research Branch is composed of Army officers who are experi
enced in the field of surveys, together with a number of civilian specialists.
Techniques have been developed, tested and adjusted to fit the Army's problems.
The basic steps in conducting a study are as follows:
1.

The Questionnaire is prepared in consultation with the War Department
branches, or the theater command immediately concerned. Questions are
carefully chosen to provide the exact type of information desired.

2.

The questionnaire is pre-testerl,. That is, the questions are tried out on
small groups of men to determine whether they are meaningful and under
standable to the type of men or officers to be studied.

3.

The pr.oject is cleared for action with the commarids in which the study is
to be made.

4,

The number of men to be surveyed is set sufficiently large to insure sta
tistically reliable findings.

5.

The men to be surveyed are selected to insure as true a cross section of
the group to be studied as possible. A cross section of enlisted men in
the United States, for example, is so drawn as to give proper proportionate
representation to each b�anch of the Army, to men in each stage of train
ing, and to men stationed in the various sections of the country. It is,
of course, possible to get cross sections of a single branch, of a divi
sion, of Negro troops, or any other portion of the Army desired.

6,

The men complete auestionnaires under conditions of absolute anonymity.
They are assembled in small groups, and hear a short introduction given by
a specially trained class leader. This introduction makes it clear to the
men that only their frank opinion is wanted, and that they are not being
tested or spied on. If the group is composed of enlisted men, the class
leader is an enlisted man, and no officers are present during the session.
No names or serial numbers are _placed on the questionnaires. Ordinarily,
illiterates or men of very low intelligence are interviewed by specially
trained enlisted men.

?,

The data are analyzed by specialists in attitude research analysis. Re
ports of these analysts are released to agencies concerned, and also form
the basis for the material presented in this bulletin.

The procedure out lined above is that followed in the typical cross sect ion
survey. Other techniques, of course, are employed from time to time in spe
cial situations.

